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Got a Project Unique as a Snowflake? 
Don’t Let It Melt!
Snowflake provides enterprises with a flexible, scalable architecture for effective 
data collaboration. Manta helps you understand the nuances of how data flows 
and transforms through the Snowflake ecosystem. 
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Legacy systems heating up tensions in your team? 
Snowflake can help you scale up quickly, but 
getting your information into Snowflake and fully 
realizing the benefits can be time-consuming.

Manta can automatically map over 50 technologies 
to accelerate migration to Snowflake from legacy 
systems, such as SQL, Oracle, DB2, and COBOL. 
This means your team can focus on innovation 
rather than manually mapping dependencies. 

Whether your project is already in-flight or you 
haven’t started yet, we’ve got your back.  

Migrate Optimize

Impact and root cause analysis can be daunting 
without effective column-level data lineage. 

Manta generates detailed lineage for a 
comprehensive overview of the journey the data 
undergoes throughout its lifecycle, including 
lineage analysis of tasks and streams. 

By leveraging Manta to map lineage in Snowflake, 
users can understand their data in context, 
increase business agility without sacrificing quality, 
and deliver data intelligence that fuels growth. 

We can help you optimize your Snowflake 
database and get the most out of the Snowflake 
platform without sacrificing data quality.
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Manta is the world-class automated approach 
to visualize, optimize, and modernize how data 
moves through your organization through code-
level lineage. Manta automatically scans your data 
environment with the power of 50+ scanners to build 
a powerful map of all data pipelines. With Manta, the 
world’s top companies gain full visibility and control 
of data pipelines, driving productivity and regaining 
trust in their data.

About Manta

Visit manta.io to learn more

Snowflake components currently supported by Manta:  

• Data dictionaries—get lineage for asset catalogs in hierarchical databases
• Scripts—lineage for custom SQL code and ETL activities in Manta’s native UI
• Views—visualize the SQL code logic for user-defined tables to boost data accuracy and trust and speed up 

reporting
• Functions—extract metadata from Snowflake functions for custom logic and pipeline insights
• External tables—see connections and dependencies across offsite data sources for queried files
• Procedures—experimentally enjoy analysis of dataflow of procedural code

Manta connects to the Snowflake database via jdbc, and automates the extraction and analysis of metadata: 
including Snowflake SQL and SQL stored procedures.

Learn more about how Manta can help you 
get the most out of Snowflake. 

Visit manta.io
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